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5-point harness including quick lock adjustable

bc:=tc krest angle

grows with the child for a long time 

a lot of innovative accessories 
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... flexible, comfortable and secure! 

The IPAI-NXT child seat is a for the disability field modified car seat. It is qualified for being installed in 
most of the customary vehicles. The car seat is designed to be used in the backseat or passenger seat
of a car and requires a 3-point safety belt.

Additional to the car's seat belt, the lPAI-NXT comes with a 5-point-harness who gently protect your
child. This can be adjusted in height together with the headrest to improve the belt route. By means
of the continuous variable backrest angle, the seat can be adjusted to the car seat and to the child's
needs. We installed soft cushion that improves the comfort enormously compared to a standard car
seat.
Due to the headrest which is adjustable in many stages, the seat can be aligned to the size of the

child. The IPAI-NXT provides an advanced
lateral protection structure as he is

equipped with fixed armrests in the hip
area and energy absorption elements in
the shoulder and chest area.

Due to the earated foam material, that
is commonly used in the automotive
industry, and an exclusive ventilation
system that prevent from sweating,
the childs optimal sitting comfort is
ensured.
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A popular feature is the innovated swivel which simplifies the transfer of the child even 

though it is gaining weight. The pivot point was moved from the center to a rear and outer 

position. This enables the seat to move away from the cars backrest during the rotation and 

simultanously towards the doorway. During the development, great emphasis was placed 

on a compact design, so the total height increased just by 16 mm! 
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... multifarious, like your childs necessities 

The lPAl-NXT is a child seat especially modified for children on rehabilitation and contains adaptable and 
individually positionable lateral supports to control the childs lateral movement. Optional accessories 
are available to ensure a comfortable and save journey in the car: 

• Angular aqjustment (0 - I o· or I O - 20')
• Swivel
• Lateral supports
• lSOFlX adapter
• Security tray
• Abduction block
• Foot rest
• Extra cushion, 8-pieces
• Security pad for the buckle

By means of those accessories the individual needs of the childs can 
be adressed, especially as the options are not mutually exclusive. 
Many modern vehicles are equipped with ISOFIX for which we 
provide suitable adapter units to install the seat perfectly in the car. 

An important development is the 5-point-harness. As it can be 
tighten with only one move, it simplifies the daily life enormously. 

We value your feedback and suggestions as we continously develope 
the IPAI-NXT!
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